
Canadian Geographic Education’s provincial and territorial tiled 
map series is a great way for students to take an in-depth 
look at Canada’s 13 provinces and territories. These maps can 
be used individually to discover your own province/territory 
or as a set where students can be divided up into different 
provincial/territorial groups. Below are fun activities on how 
teachers can introduce this resource to their class.

Class Book  
of Canada
Shuffle all tiled map pieces and randomly distribute one 
tile to each student. Have students search for other class 
members to piece together their province/territory and 
create their group of 4. Have students research their 
province/territory and create one pager ‘cheat sheets’ 
for their classmates by highlighting their province or 
territory’s flower, tree, capital city, landform features, 
historical landmarks, exports, etc. Combine all one 
pagers to create a class book of Canada. 

Population Distribution
Divide students into provincial/territorial groups 
and distribute 25 counters. Inform students that the 
counters represent their province or territory’s total 
population and have them research the population of 
their province or territory and use their counters to 
display the population distribution of their province. 
Compare patterns and trends between groups and 
discuss reasons why Canada’s population looks the 
way it is and how it may change in the future.

In The News
Have each province/territory 
group follow news/media 
stories from their selected 
province/territory for one 
week and highlight these 
news stories on their map 
either by placing a clipping 
of the news story there or 
with a coloured marker. At 
the end of the week, have 

each group look for trends 
in their news stories and 
present their ideas to the 
class. Afterwards, discuss 
the geography of these 
news stories by looking for 
connections between these 
news stories with Canada’s 
climate/landscape.
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Travel    
and tourism
Divide students into provincial/
territorial groups and inform them 
that they own their own adventure 
company. Each company offers three 
different tours for tourists: one, two and 
three day tours. Have students research 
their province and use the map’s scale 
and coloured string to map out their 
three different tours. Encourage students to 
print out or cut out coloured pictures or bring in  
props to help make the map more appealing and  
display their tour adventures.

People  
and Places
Divide students into 
provincial/territorial 
groups. Have each group 
examine the names of 
towns/lakes/roads on their 
tiled maps and research how people have 
helped shape place names in Canada. How do they 
differ across the country? Take it one step further and have 
each group create a biography of one of these individuals.
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Grade 1

1.1.3  examine how they belong and are connected to their world 
by exploring and reflecting upon the following questions  
for inquiry:.

1.1.5  distinguish geographic features in their own community 
from other communities by exploring and reflecting upon the 
following questions for inquiry: 

1.S.3 develop skills of geographic thinking:

•  use a simple map to locate specific areas within the school  
and community 

Grade 2

2.1.1  appreciate the physical and human geography of the  
communities studied: 

2.1.2  investigate the physical geography of an Inuit, an Acadian, 
and a prairie community in Canada by exploring and reflecting 
the following questions for inquiry: 

Grade 3

3.1.3  examine the geographic characteristics that shape  
communities in other parts of the world. 

Grade 4

4.1.1 value Alberta’s physical geography and natural environment:

4.1.2  examine, critically, the physical geography of Alberta by  
exploring and reflecting upon the following questions  
and issues. 

4.1.3  examine, critically, how geology and paleontology contribute 
to knowledge of Alberta’s physical geography by exploring and 
reflecting upon the following questions and issues:

  

Grade 5

5.1.1 value Canada’s physical geography and natural environment:

5.1.2  examine, critically, the physical geography of Canada by  
exploring and reflecting upon the following questions  
and issues:

 

Grade 6

6.S.3 develop skills of geographic thinking:

•   construct and interpret various types of maps (i.e., historical, 
physical, political maps) to broaden understanding of topics 
being studied

•   use geographic tools, including software, that assist in  
preparing graphs and maps

•   use cardinal and intermediate directions to locate places  
on maps and globes

•   use scales to determine the distance between places on 
maps and globes

•   identify geographic problems and issues and pose  
geographic questions

Grade 7

7.S.3 develop skills of geographic thinking:

•  construct and interpret maps to broaden understanding of  
issues, places and peoples of Canada (i.e., elevation, latitude 
and longitude, population density, waterways)

•   use geographic tools, such as geographical information system 
(GIS) software, to assist in preparing graphs and maps

•   interpret historical maps to broaden understanding of  
historical events

•   define geographic challenges and issues that lead to  
geographic questions

Grade 8

8.S.3 develop skills of geographic thinking:

•   interpret historical maps to broaden understanding  
of historical events

•  use thematic maps to describe cultural and political regions
•   construct and interpret various maps to broaden  

understanding of given topics
•   define geographic problems and issues and pose  

geographic questions 

Grade 9

9.S.3 develop skills of geographic thinking:

•   interpret thematic maps to analyze economic and  
political issues

•   construct diagrams, charts, graphs and tables to analyze 
geographic information

•   define geographic problems and issues and pose  
geographic questions

Social Studies 10-1, 10-2, 20-1, 20-2, 30-1, 30-2

Geographic Thinking:

Possessing geographic thinking skills provides students with 
the tools to address social studies issues from a geographic 
perspective. Geographic thinking skills involve the exploration of 
spatial orders, patterns and associations. They enable students 
to investigate environmental and societal issues using a range 
of geographic information. Developing these spatial skills helps 
students understand the relationships among people, events and 
the context of their physical environment, which will assist them 
to make choices and act wisely when confronted with questions 
affecting the land and water resources.


